Global people must make emergent overwhelming solidarity against cruel
NAZIS reincarnated in USA(CIA-Pentagon conglomerate)becoming to kill
children in false flag wars and by false on climate actuality. 2015/9/6,9
Save the children in album What's going on by Marvin Gaye USA(1971).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQbGCNetzfs
Who really care?,To save the world in despair,There'll come a time the world
won't be singing,Flower won’t grow,Bell won't be ringing,
Who's willing to try to save the world that is destined to die.
Most of you may treat wars and climate separate problem and substantially neglect the
latter .In the actuality,keeping US war regime is economy for military industry and
camouflage for oil industry(responsibility of Rockefeller the American emperor).
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-desperate.pdf

If mankind is to kill own children,it would be end time of us(era of our total extinction !!!).
This is an evident logic negating successor generation.To tell from beginning,those are all
due to the decadal false flag wars(9/11 the own playing terror against own nation by secret
troop of US military and following unprecedented illegal invasion wars against Middle East
Muslim nations). Origin of all these becoming hell are due to CIA-media-Pentagon(NAZIS
reincarnated in US). Their background is damned US emperor the supremacist who has
been conspiring operation ENDGAME the final struggle toward hegemony of supremacism.
They had been entirely conspiring and ruling the world since 1917Russian revolution,
1929the Great depressions,1933Nazis regime establishment with WWⅡ,op-paper clip
＝secret importing defeated NAZIS toward their reincarnation in US and the 2011/9/11.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
Then note imminent situations with many risks(economy, disputes and wars)of the world at
now has been secretly and essentially camouflage Climate Crisis the apocalyptic
problem of mankind. Note US emperor is the big oil merchant Exxon-Mobil who hate
disclosing climate crisis than anything else. Unless global revolution to fix the climate crisis
now entirely going toward extinction hell of Arctic methane catastrophe,they shall deploy
perpetual false flag wars and terror to hide climate collapsing suffers for decadal long..
Now the power NAZIS reincarnated in USA is none,but the grim reaper against the world.
☞:People must not be deceived by what you see in media,but imagine and search one
essential origin behind of what you see.Unless finding trouble portion,you can not fix.

[０]：All is covering up coming climate hell world by the oil emperor with CIA.
Most of you may treat wars and climate separate problem and substantially neglect the
latter .In the actuality,keeping US war regime is economy for military industry and
camouflage for oil industry(responsibility of Rockefeller the American emperor).
⑴the upside down world.
＊”If the world is upside down the way as it is now,would’nt we have to turn it over to
get it to stand up straight”

-Eduardo Galeano-

http://upsidedownworld.org/
＊"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The largest are kept by public
incredulity " Marshall McLuhan,Canadian researcher and author (1911-1980)
http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html
One would complain why it is climate when many are seriously debating the tragedy of 3
years old Syrian refugee boy?.At first people must recognize the ruthless result of 9/11
own playing terror against own nation.Many had claimed secret US troop connecting with
criminal Bush administration.All of their tragedy was originated at there since at that time.
＊9/11 inside job terror(2001) for the aim of against the Muslim Nations.
http://www.911truth.org/ ; http://www.physics911.net/ ; http://www.911scholars.org/
Such unprecedented too big criminal had globally been neglecting.While people had been
arguing on trivial scandals.That is, now our world is upside down world.
⑵You might not aware their mind<revolution is more terrible than defeating war>
Recent people had known increasing climate disasters,however the problem is too big and
most of neighbors has been also neglecting.It is powerless for people at all.These situation
is not accident,but result planned by the emperor with CIA media education complex.
＊Eisenhower Farewell Address:
We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and
insidious in method.

If scientists had confessed full awful realities of climate toward global public,
politicians could not help to follow the warning,which could be nothing ,but becoming
global revolution. Climate had become worsened and need global rapid operation.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

This is the decisive reason why the oil emperor hate climate reality and had conspired the
concealing.They fear for decisive deadly own responsibility and for people’s accusing.
Above all,an effective climate policy could not help to be drastic global regime change
from massive oil consuming one to non-carbon energy one.So called business as usual
could not be kept by anymore. It is nothing,but end of capitalism.
＊“Revolution

is more terrible than defeating war”.

http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
....Konoe was Japanese imperial family who faced decision making toward war against USA
who claimed military drawing from China by Hal’s note.The drawing might become domestic
revolution to turn imperial regime.In fact emperor Hirohito could survive even the most war
criminal. Because he was the top commander of military force in constitution at that time.

There is nothing,but this word that express most fear of wicked spirit in high place .
By anyhow,people must notice and imagine their serious fear on own status decline from
top rank.
＊His Royal Virus:In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly

virus, in order to contribute something to solve overpopulation. ...
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Their fundamental motive could be fully comprehensible by following hatred axioms of them.
In highest place,there has still been surviving following stubborn feudalism ideology.
Nation and people are those who should be exploited by eugenic nobility hereditary.
Perpetual war toward global hegemony by setting up enemy......Hoegel philosophy.
☞:A key in innovation is abandoning......Peter Drucker.
If global people could abandoning,even a global revolution could be realized at once,
imagine own status decline by reducing salary or rank down in job position. Especially
imagine level down of own life style by becoming jobless,economy recession or by political
regime change. Then which do you opt pleasure life at now,or bitter life for coming future ?
The latter is nothing,but decisive problem of saving children’s life in future.

[１]：In order to camouflage climate crisis,they would make perpetual false flag wars.
Note all following blogs refer nothing for climate problem.Aim of this chapter is revealing
insane and cruel false flag wars by NAZI-USA.The following Italian blog has revealed
essence of their criminal. The frequent word＝lasting 20 years in the blog may be time
interval for climate hell entering<2035?!!>(unless global climate countermeasure).
⑴They decided that the crisis will last twenty years.
The Pentagon says that it intends to Eugenio Bear(translation from Italian)
http://pauperclass.myblog.it/2015/09/04/hanno-deciso-che-la-crisi-durera-ventanni-eugenio-orso/

Be damned for eternity the political and military leaders of the United States of America,
from Obama and the Pentagon, with all the leaders of rogue states involved in this Risk
world, played on the skin of millions of innocent exclusive benefit the aristocracy of money
and finance. The crisis unleashed by war, destabilization of states and the supremacy of the
global financial economy, as revealed in "candidly" the Pentagon, was scheduled to last two
decades:
⑵The cruel troops ISIS was made by USA-Israel&the betrayal Muslim nations
ISIS “Made in USA”. Iraq “Geopolitical Arsonists” Seek to Burn Region 6/18,2015
http://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-made-in-usa-iraq-geopolitical-arsonists-seek-to-burn-regi
on/5387475
US Senator John McCain<Chairman of the Senate Committee on Armed Services>:
"I know ISIS intimately, I've met them and I talk to them all the time."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgLj5s0Xk8A
Medieval Cruelty in Modern Times: ISIS Thugs Behead American Journalist
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/08/19/medieval-cruelty-in-modern-times-isis-be
heads-american-journalist.html
The US and Israel are the Main Sponsors of The “Islamic State” (ISIS)
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-us-and-israel-are-the-main-sponsors-of-the-islamic-state-i
sis/5400940
America Created Al-Qaeda and the ISIS Terror Group | Global ...
http://www.globalresearch.ca/america-created-al-qaeda-and-the-isis-terror-group/5402881
US-Sponsored Terrorism in Iraq and “Constructive Chaos” in the ...
http://www.globalresearch.ca/us-sponsored-terrorism-in-iraq-and-constructive-chaos-in-the
middle-east/5387653

⑶The Soaring Profits of the Military-Industrial Complex, The Soaring Costs of Military
Casualties June 24, 2014
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-soaring-profits-of-the-military-industrial-complex-the-soari
ng-costs-of-military-casualties/5388393
War on Syria: the Health of the US Military Industrial Complex
https://syrianfreepress.wordpress.com/2013/09/01/war-on-syria-the-health-of-the-us-militar
y-industrial-complex/
⑷Insane and cruel war business was predicted by Eisenhower as a hostile ideology
ruthless in purpose.
wight D. Eisenhower Farewell Address delivered 17 January 1961
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
.........................
Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the conflict now engulfing
the world. It commands our whole attention, absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile
ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious
in method.

................. the military industry complex revealed by Eisenhower .

[２]：Singular role of Israelite at now in the imminent Middle East and the WORLD.
Aim of [２] is correction and supplement informations toward global revolution.
⑴Something extraordinary both by Israelite and German American is necessary to
turn the deadly world at now.
In authors view,mankind history may be driven by conflict between theist and atheist.
Jew was liberated from slave in the Egypt Kingdom Regime by Mosess and become theist.
In era of Jesus Christ,their mission had become global liberator<democrat revolutionist>
from brutal monarchism. While anti-Jew German had become right-wing with monarchism.
Especially in modern era,the conflict had realized between Jew and NAZIS German.
Now Jew in Israel has been cooperating with US military(the NAZIS reincarnated power)
in middle east hegemony struggle.Author’s view on Israel now is that they had been trapped
and forced to become against Muslim nations for long by building illegal Israel after the
war.It is very sad that honorable race of Jew missioned by God had become fighting dog
against Muslim by USA.Thereby to escape from today’s imminent the crisis,there are two
possible way.

Perpetual war against Muslim by the NEOCON support(the cooperator of operation
ENDGAME).This is right wing strategy toward global chaos<wrong strategy>
http://www.globalresearch.ca/greater-israel-the-zionist-plan-for-the-middle-east/5324815
Or Reconciliation with Muslim by rejecting NEOCON.The latter is abandoning Israelite
supremacism and liquidation of Israel.Then Muslim nations must assure their life.
If both Israelite & German American could make their mind to revolt the world,it could be
possible.In the later, you could see a details in ⑵⒡.
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf
http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIO
NS.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Don_t-bomb-the-innocent-Syria.pdf
＊Operation ENDGAME by German American emperor.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the "elites" to
live forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
⑵Success and failure in Jew and (German)American History.
It may be almost right that Jew and (German)American has been ruling today’s world.
Thereby we could request them something revolutional by disclosing their righteous
deeds and wrong ones. Now, what is the weakest point of mankind ?.It is politics which
determine how to partition fruits and load tax to people.Then there may be two ways.
Winner get all(by violence) is monarchism(capitalism in plutocracy)≡right wing:atheism
People equal in God toward colive(by peace)is democracy(socialism)≡left wing:theism
Conflict between atheism and theism is also called class struggle(in Marxism).This is
nothing,but driving force of mankind history.
Frankly to tell,certainly Jewish people may be missionary with God orders,And it is their
silent pride that Jew has been able to endure outrageous historical political persecutions
in the world. However they like as us all still has been incomplete mankind with mistakes.
Author is not an accuser,but a supporter for them.

⒜Growing global solidarity without misunderstandings.
Marxism once accused religion as narcotism,so religions hated Marxism.
This is entirely wrong. At first,religion is a science.
This fact would be turn atheist’s prejudice on religion.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Also Marxism(democrats movements) is liberation theology.
Both must be democrats by cooperation !!!
It is nothing,but decisive global solidarity that can turn the world.
Thereby,splitting movement by mutual ideology misunderstanding must be evaded.
⒝“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it
failed, became a moral one later on” ......J.W.Goethe.
This is entirely right !!,so religion leaders must turn to be political leaders from moral
preachers.Then religion becomes liberation theology !!!. Then leftism activists should
encourage religion leader’s turning to liberation theology.
⒞We must notice being of a power hating revolution<monarchism in West>
This was mentioned in [０].Now people in monarchism nations are too stupid to know the
reality of monarchism.Monarchy are so excellent dressed in gorgeous castle,so people
become obedient for their superficial power.However their mind has been in worry only on
their status decline.<＝spiritual wickedness in high places>.
Origin of all evils are due to their minds.
☞:above monarchism could be replaced by capitalism hereditary in plutocracy.
The Bible,Ephesians.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

Examples of spiritual wickedness in high places.)
Ⅰ:Assassination of the prince had caused world war the 1st.
Ⅱ:The Wall street capitalists fear for Jew the revolutionists had established NAZIS regime
and caused world war the 2nd.
WALL STREET AND THE RISE OF HITLER By Antony C. Sutton
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
Bush Family Funded Adolf Hitler <Bush family is member of the skull & bones>.
http://www.georgwalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm
Ⅲ:Revolution is more terrible than defeating war,which caused the war between Japan
and USA and resulted two Abomb hell.Those were caused by emperor Hirohito in Japan.
Ⅳ:Now Bilderberg<US emperor Rockefeller and UK imperial with nobility and wealthy
hereditary in Europe and USA>has been ruling now world.Climate change is hided by
American emperor Rockefeller the Exxon-Mobil with strategy Operation ENDGAME.
⒟Global Fascism of Climate Hiding:
Climate change is unexpected,but decisive failure of emperor the big oil merchant.
,so they may wish to hide those.Their influence is global and deep in academic institutions
and media. Huge money may be payed for massive fake advertisement in newspaper,
radio-TV,and websites to hide climate reality.Also there are many stray dogs in there.
⒠Einstein is the most contributor for establishing Quantum Gravity Dynamics(QGD) .
Einstein is too famous,however people and also physicists don’t know the actuality.
At now in the world,both Jew and anti-Jew society has been hiding the actuality
As was admitted by Einstein himself,so called general theory of gravity is not correct.
<That is,gravity never bend space and time,but bend particle orbit by the force>.
But his the principle of equivalence had accomplished Quantum Gravity Dynamics the
final theory which disclosed dynamical process of matter evolution from Big-Bang.
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
☞:Why can you tell it all right ?...... It is supremely simple structural !!.
A dynamics is due to only equation of motion<F=mα by Newton>,so any dynamical system
including elementary particle can be determined by so called unique Lagrange function
which is equivalent to equation of motion.Then principle of equivalence can be expressed so
called Local Lorentz Invariance(R.Utiyama-1956), which determine so called general gauge
field<this is similar with electro-magnetic field(photon as gauge field particle)for charge
particles> and the quantization by L.D.Faddeev&V.N.Popov-1967.In this way, unique Lagrange
function is determined.

☞:Einstein once told “God never throw dice !!”.
Einstein is not correct when you face quantum mechanics which employ probability
theory of particle position,..etc.This is global scientists agreement.The did he really fail ?.
Above mentioned Quantum Gravity Dynamics(QGD)Theory revealed multi-dimensional
universe(11,1).That is,there could be much more universe being parallel with our world.
Or in other word,there could be anything all in multi-dimensional vacuum space.
Universe is not unique,but many of infinity where God never throw dice.
So we have been supremely equal in God.
⒡Einstein once rejected to be president of Israel !!!.
http://www.newdemocracyworld.org/old/einstein.htm
Albert Einstein, on April 17, 1938, in a speech at the Commodore Hotel in New York City, said:

"I should much rather see reasonable agreement with the Arabs on the basis of living
together in peace than the creation of a Jewish state. Apart from practical consideration,
my awareness of the essential nature of Judaism resists the idea of a Jewish state with
borders, an army, and a measure of temporal power no matter how modest. I am afraid of
the inner damage Judaism will sustain -- especially from the development of a narrow
nationalism within our own ranks, against which we have already had to fight strongly,
even without a Jewish state."

[３]：Global Fascism Ruler is German American.
http://www.777true.net/Emergent-Tasks-at-2015_God-loved-Jew_but-not-German.pdf
Many has been telling Jews conspiracy,but not reality of German American Fascism.
[４]：Revolution toward co-living or Extinction by betraying ?!.
Here is problems of betraying with innocent and incompetence in recognition on future.
Note Jew the revolutionists has been leading democrat revolution for about 2000 years
long.However it is very recent era that French revolution had succeeded to win.Now era had
turned once again pseudo-monarchism one by capitalism hereditary in plutocracy
(Rockefeller-Rothschild)ruling.So far author has been looking for difficulty cause of
establishing democrat revolution,the hereditary rulers has something secret tools to rule
massive,but innocent people.What is that ??.Those are deception and threatening pointed
out in [１]：.

⑴Nothing Betrayals could Turn the Upside Down World !!!
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Betrayals-could-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Ensemble-Synchronized-Paralyzing.pdf
Why such very minor of Bilderberg the hereditary group could keep their ruling ?.
Those are due to being of obedient subordinate elites in each nations.They were grown
up in rich home and are educated in university which are secret machine of global fascism.
Education institution and mass media that could influence peoples opinion are bribed.
Exchanging or Mending ??
If a machine is trouble,then what to do ?.There are two ways.
Exchanging or Mending !!.The former is expensive and difficult,but necessary if it is
impossible to mend.In anyway,mending is preferable if it is possible.
Then could leading person be mended ?.
A key in innovation is abandoning.......Peter Drucker.
Too much learning(too much possession) make people conservative without abandoning.
⑵Decisive recognition on coming awful future.
It is very few who could disclose reality of coming awful future in climate hell.
What will climate change do to our planet ?.by Richard Girling.Sunday Times,5/11,2007.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.Ece<now not available>
Now above site is shut down,while the Japanese translation site is going on.
http://www.777true.net/What-will-climate-change-do-to-our-planet.pdf
This precious report might be incomplete,however there has been nothing,but this which
could disclose livelihood reality in coming climate hell of 1,2,3,4,5

rise world.

Then note almost climate science society,educational institutions and media never
disclose coming awful climate reality. They entirely have insidiously been silent !!!.
Now the big Syrian refugee have become global concern.However once full scale climate
hell would have come,the scale of refugee from devastated famine regions would be far
massive than that of Syrian at now.Scale of disaster would have grown up rapidly hereafter.
Certainly people have heard frequent news of climate disasters in the world.However those
are that of others,but not mine for the time being.So they could not perceive reality as
serious own-self problem. Also neighbors seem insensitive as me.Above all,it is their feeling
of desperate powerless on global climate problem.It is too big to touch.
Once people think it is impossible,it would be impossible.
Once people think it is possible,it could become possible.
Note global revolution is too big,however coming climate hell is far more too big.
People could become outrageous something in outrageous environment.Bet and trust it !!

APPENDIX_1.They decided that the crisis will last twenty years.
The Pentagon says that it intends to Eugenio Bear(translation from Italian)
http://pauperclass.myblog.it/2015/09/04/hanno-deciso-che-la-crisi-durera-ventanni-eugenio-orso/

Be damned for eternity the political and military leaders of the United States of America,
from Obama and the Pentagon, with all the leaders of rogue states involved in this Risk
world, played on the skin of millions of innocent exclusive benefit the aristocracy of money
and finance. The crisis unleashed by war, destabilization of states and the supremacy of the
global financial economy, as revealed in "candidly" the Pentagon, was scheduled to last two
decades:
http://www.repubblica.it/esteri/2015/09/04/news/migranti_il_pentagono_una_crisi_che_dure
ra_almeno_20_anni_-122174999/
Excerpt from the article of the republic: "We must address both unilaterally and with our
partners this issue as a generational problem, and prepare and organize the resources at a
sustainable level to manage (the crisis of migrants) for (the next) 20 years ".
He told the ABC the head of the United States Joint Chiefs of States (the highest official
level) General Martin Dempsey also hoped that the dramatic photograph of Aylan "has a
similar effect to that of 1995's deadly attack with mortars at the market place in Sarajevo,
which led to the NATO intervention in Bosnia.

Son bitter cocks, as they say unceremoniously in the bar in the suburbs ... The call to
Sarajevo shakes his wrists, a pentagon worries pawing born and you put "on the march".
Against whom? It's not that, by chance, you will act militarily against Assad in Syria, and
heaven forbid, against Putin in Europe?
Among other things, the high-ranking esternante General Martin Dempsey, was in the
"fiasco" US Iraq during the Gulf War American who, incidentally, has "given birth" criminal
organization of the Islamic state, although then it was not called that.
In any case, there will be twenty long years of wars, waves of refugees, mass
extermination and economic crisis induced. Twenty years with rising unemployment at
home and the state islamosunnita coming, if it bursts before a nuclear war with Russia,
much desired by the Americans and their masochistic appeared in Eastern Europe, such as
Ukraine and the Baltic anti euronazista Russians.
Twenty years of mass drownings in the sea and columns of desperate people who will try to
achieve, through southern Europe and the Balkans, the snooty germany enriched thanks to

the euro, the Treaties and the looting of southern Europe. Twenty years of massacres of
innocent people, destruction of infrastructure and historical heritage in the Middle East and
North Africa, through the work of the killers islamosunniti very useful to the Pentagon, very
efficient in sowing death and destruction, very good at generating new waves of refugees .
I am sure that in the next few months we will see the "face of the war" that approaches
dangerously to us, due to an advanced Islamist who does not stop, from Syria to Libya.
Tunisia and Algeria are at risk ... and southern Italy and the islands? It 'just what you want
the lords of money and finance, which also control the Pentagon, and that's why the
"international coalition" American-led does not intervene decisively against the butchers of
the sunnah. Some bombs on empty buildings and some drone sufficient.
Europe must be set to close to permanently transfer sovereignty and resources for their
benefit. The leadership of the Atlantic Alliance and the Pentagon, in situations of war, will be
the hosts. At that point, everything will be clear, and even Renzi, the Hollande and Tsipras
will no longer serve, Lor Lords, for they shall be weapons, and who controls (ie themselves),
to lay down the law to the people.
If a conflict breaks out Nuclear with the Russian Federation, after all provocations
orchestrated to reach this limit, their s'illuderanno to win control of the entire continent of
Europe - or what it will remain standing - until the twenty-second century.
destabilize in the coming months also an important state-rogue, turkey Islamist Erdogan,
who has no stable government and goes to the elections in the autumn, including bombings
and attacks on the Kurds? It 'possible that the sacrifice cynically, for strategic calculation,
generating other, frightening waves of refugees that have as one and only destination in
Europe.
In addition, if you have shown no qualms about unleashing Satanism Sunni against the
people of Syria, Iraq and Libya, causing hundreds of thousands of deaths and more than ten
million refugees, will have some hesitation to throw open the gates of hell in front of us, and
then "save" and dominate at will?
Ask yourself, even if you can do nothing and you feel powerless in front of a harsh reality,
because this crisis will last twenty years. He says the Pentagon, which they will ...
This entry was posted in Uncategorized by derosse . Add the permalink to your
bookmarks.(translation by Google machine)

APPENDIX_2::How to turn the upside down world ??!!
<<Problem and Solution in Maxims>>.
The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people,
but the silence over that by the good people.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.It always seems impossible until it’s done.
-Nelson Mandela

-

Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to
miss the future.
-John F. KennedyEvery man must decide whether he will walk in the light of creative altruism or in the
darkness of destructive selfishness.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.-

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin !!.
.....W.Shakespeare
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/path/v04n06p176_one-touch-of-nature.htm

A key in innovation is abandoning.
.....P.Drucker
Not abandoning,but adhering has been causing this world toward hell<now world is ship sinking
slowly>.Then what to do for making one touch of nature ??.This is the fatal question to be or
not to be. Convert to small rescue boats from gorgeous Titanic now sinking

APPENDIX_3::How to grow up new leaders.
⑴The Cancer Focus in personal management.
Revealing big failure sometime causes position change in personal management.This is
very natural in business without hereditary.Hereditary regime may be one which can not
change in personal management.Thus it becomes evident that why the world could not
change even with facing the deadly crisis.Note those who has been connecting the regime
are also the same.Note democracy and theocracy is the same in examining and
employing person ability for managing politics in organization.
Those who follow heavenly intension do politics righteous,
while who not follow do politics forcing.......<Mozi ancient Chinese Philospher>.

⑵How to solve it.
＊An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of
his individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity. -M Luther King.Jr
＊Being simple is the supreme sophistication.......-Leonard ds Vinci＊Simple can be harder than complex. You have to work hard to get your thinking
clean to make it simple. But it’s worth it in the end because once you get there,
you can move mountains.

-Steve Jobs-

＊Difficult problem should be divided into portions

-Rene Descartes-

⑶An important method that can cause you feel this universe small.
Q Can you explain why this universe could begin ?.
1

beginning was something non-nothing,it could not be told beginning.
Thereby beginning must be nothing.

2 If beginning was nothing,nothing must be nothing forever.
So that this universe can not be at all.This is contradiction or incomprehensible !!!
3 simple,but exact revolutional turning.
nothing must be nothing forever. This is wrong.
Because nothing never can prove being of exact low of “nothing must be nothing
forever.” That is, nothing is also nothing law-itself.
That is anything could be possible by nothing law(=almighty low=God).
Once non-nothing world was initiated,physics low was to rule the universe.
The key-point is causality law broken(incomprehensible) at the beginning.
⑷How to grow up new leaders in haste.
Most of the leaders in the world are certainly diligent in their business,but inability to evade
planet extinction.Because time for salvation from planet extinction is not so much left.
Those leaders will not declare the planet emergency,but would substantially be silent.
As is such way, all of you are certain to face climate hell world before long.
Thereby we absolutely need to grow up new leaders.
This is the emergent decisive task of you all at now !!!.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-confirm-the-climate-emergency-realities.pdf

Tasks for leaders in climate war time regime
skill_0

Ideology,religion,science,economy,politics

skill_1

Climate Science Facts(Arctic Cooling Engineering)

skill_2

Climate Science Facts(carbon and temperature management)

skill_3

New energy engineering

skill_4

Foods & water saving in climate collapsing environment

skill_5

Industry policy in climate war time regime

skill_6

Personal management in climate war time regime

skill_7

Financial management in climate war time regime

skill_8

defence&security management in climate war time regime

skill_9

International cooperation(agenda)

skill_10

International cooperation(implementations)

